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COLLEGE FOOTBALL Data Overview 
 
Last Updated: February 24, 2016 
 

LIVE 
 

CFB Scoreboard   
 Contents: Scores, game status for any game involving an FBS team in the current 

week (from Tuesday to the following Monday) 

 Updates: About once every 10-20 seconds.  New week begins on Tuesday mornings. 
 

CFB Scoreboard - FCS 
 Contents: Scores, game status for all FCS games played in the current week. 

 Updates: File updated about 2-3 times per minute. New week begins on Tuesday 

mornings. 
 

CFB Box Score - Realtime 

 Contents:  Everything needed to build a boxscore for a single game involving an FBS 

team. Shortly after a game is final, it is removed from this file.  

 Updates:  Every time an event occurs, generally every 20 seconds. 
 

CFB Box Score - Final 
 Contents:  This is the final, complete boxscore for each Top 25, FBS game or Bowl 

game.  One game per file.   

 Updates:  This is sent once per game. These are sent on average about one hour 

after the game is over, but can be delivered anywhere from 30 minutes to 2 hours 

or more after the game ends. 
 

CFB Box Score – Final (Non-Top 25) 
 Contents:  This is the final, complete boxscore for each game.  One game per file.  

This is sent for all non Top 25 and non-Bowl games. 

 Updates:  This is sent once per game. These are sent on average about one hour 

after the game is over, but can be delivered anywhere from 30 minutes to 2 hours 

or more after the game ends. 
 

CFB Odds 
 Contents: Odds information for games of today/future for which there are 

available lines. 

 Updates: As warranted 
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NON-LIVE 
 

CFB Leaders 
 Contents: This lists the top 20 individual leaders in FBS & FCS as well as each 

conference. 

 Updates: One a day, overnight. 
 

CFB Player Stats 
 Contents:  Player statistics in all categories. 

 Updated:  Once a day, overnight. 
 

CFB Rosters 
 Contents:  Player rosters with biographical info (height, weight, etc.) for the FBS and 

FCS. 

 Updated:  Once a day, overnight. 
 

CFB Schedules (Top 25 and Bowls) 
 Contents:  Schedule of all Top 25 and Bowl games.  Past games contain results. 

 Updated:  Once a day, overnight. 

   

CFB Schedules (All FBS and FCS) 
 Contents:  Schedule for all FBS and FCS games for entire season.  Past games 

contain results. 

 Updated:  Once a day, overnight. 
   

CFB Team Standings 
 Contents:  Standings with breakdowns (home/road, conference, division, etc.). 

 Updates:  Overnight. 
 

CFB Team Stats 
 Contents:  Season-to-date team stats. 

 Updated:  Once a day, overnight. 
 

CFB Weather Forecasts  
 Contents: Weather forecasts for a day’s games.  

 Updated: As warranted. 
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EDITORIAL 
 

CFB Stories 
 Contents: Current college football news stories 

 Update: Whenever news deems necessary 
 

CFB Previews 
 Contents: Preview of each AP Top 25 FBS game and all FBS bowl games 

 Update: Generally 2-3 days before game date 
 

CFB Recaps 
 Contents: Recaps of all FBS and FCS games. 

 Update: First version usually created between 10-60 minutes after game ends 
 
 


